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3D Animated Production by Keliu Zhu, 2003
chroma is a five-minute animated work
using 2D and 3D techniques
produced at
Rochester Institute of Technology for the
Master of Fine Arts Degree.
Story Development
When I first started thinking about writing my graduate thesis
treatment for chroma (see Reference A), I had no particular idea in my mind. All
I had were several images floating around in my thoughts, colors that kept
reoccurring, and a kind of emotion or mood that had no definite expression.
These imaginary elements, combined with my spiritual experience merged into
each other in varying degrees of intensity from time to time. Eventually they
required a form of expression to be able to realize them in an animated
production. I was frustrated for a while because the intensity of my emotion was
there, but I felt I was not able to express it in a poetic way. I knew that
spontaneous feelings do not automatically find their own poetic expressions,
whether the expression is in literary, painterly, or any other artistic form. So I
started to read all kinds of poetry, discussed ideas with friends, trying hard at
times to explain what I had in mind, and also to allow those images to move
through me. At the same time, I kept imagining. Story fragments came at me
from different directions, bits and pieces meaningfully came together, ideas
began to take shape, and eventually I found the idea which became the
essential narrative for my graduate thesis production chroma.
An important goal for me was to shout out loud to those isolated
individuals, those people who only believe in themselves, who don't trust their
surroundings, who tend to isolate themselves by living in a 'shadow
world'
of
themselves. The problem I was facing at the time was how to put this idea in a
more graphical form. I have always loved to paint, to see how colors blend into
each other. My experiences with painting greatly influenced the visual
expression of my theme for chroma.
After I figured out the basic and essential elements of my storyline, I
began to ask myself important questions that needed to addressed in order to
keep depth and dimension. Questions raised were:
What is the progression of events?
What are my the
characters'
intentions?
What is the conflict?
When does the story take place?
What are the physical space and atmosphere like at the time?
How strong are the winds that blow in the
world of chroma?
What are the most important elements to express in this work?
How will these elements be presented?
What kind of visual style best suits this work?
By setting up a framework for the fictional universe I wanted to
convey, I came to understand more and more and started to think more
concisely. An important concern was how to establish the idiosyncratic
presence of my characters in a short time and with limited means. I needed to
define well the three
characters'
surrounding environment, their individual looks
and sizes, their representational actions, their movements and facial
expressions, etc. To clarify and define the
characters'
motivations, and how
each character reacts to her changing situation, I generated a whole series of
actions and reactions that clearly conveyed the main story line.
In creating the script for chroma, I wanted the audience to see the
action as it unfolds, step by step, bit by bit. I did not want to use dialogue but
only gestures and characteristic reactions to events to move the story forward.
The reason for not employing dialogue was that words tend to direct people's
thoughts too simply. I wanted to let the audience interpret the meaning of the
story rather than let the characters explain it and risk that the story becomes
too closed and too narrow. I felt that the audience would be more engaged if I
could build mystery and visual beauty into this work.
Character Development
Because my intention to introduce the characters solely by pictures,
not words, I had difficulty in capturing a true human being on paper. It was a
real challenge to define my characters. They needed to reveal themselves
through their actions alone.
Before I dug any deeper, I tried to shape my characters by getting
more specific with each character - face, height, walk, facial expressions,
mannerisms, gestures, intellect, talents, attitude, interests, ambitions, social
background, ethnic background, etc. Most of this information would never
appear in the script, yet a character would present herself and behave
consistently with her entire background, and this information would be the raw
material from which the character would be shaped.
There are three characters in chroma, and each of them plays a very
important role. What needs to be answered is: what is their relationship to each
other ?, and how do they differ from each other? In developing my characters, I
was looking for ways to creatively distinguish each of them to make them more
interesting. I imagined their lives, and what they do when they're alone. Holding
these thoughts in mind, I assigned each character one of five elements of the
universes. Red character belongs to Fire; Yellow character belongs to Earth;
Blue character belongs toWater. This added to and expanded the recognition
and identification of each of the three characters. Later on in the development
of my characters, I went deeper into the scenes I created in order to create
more dramatic value in their personalities and interrelationships. I redefined my
characters by thinking from their points of view, imagining the way they would
look at the world in any particular situation.
Modeling
The first step in modeling my characters was to create a series of
character sketches so that I would have a clear vision of exactly what each
character model would look like.
Then, I started to model by using Subdivision Surfaces. The reason
why I chose Subdivision Surfaces is
because it combines the best features of
polygons and NURBS, minus theirweaknesses. Subdivision Surfaces can be
smooth like NURBS and sharp like polygons at the same time, and it is also
based on arbitrary topology like polygons. The biggest advantage of Subdivision
Surfaces is the ability to add detailed geometry only in the areas where it is
needed, like a shoulder area, elbow and knee, etc. But for NURBS modeling,
adding detail on a NURBS surface affects the whole surface, and the whole
model becomes very heavy and hard to animate.
When modeling the human form one must know exactly what type of
animation is required. One can construct the model with the correct joints and
provide a surface skin that accommodates the movement of the character.
Since dancing was integual in the movements of my characters, a model
needed to be deformed in intricate ways. Having this precaution in mind, I built
a model by adding extra geometry where it was needed in order to deform it
properly, and I inserted joints at the necessary locations. I set up both IK and
FK for my character, and I used them for motion simulation purposes.
Texturing
In order to achieve the right look of my characters, I played with
many different lighting techniques, toonshaders, procedure texture mapping
and filters before I started to conjure up the images that were starting to look
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the way I wanted them to.
I really wanted to stay away from the 'plastic', generic look of
computer animation and try to achieve a look closer to what I call "2.5
D"
--
something that looks somewhat like 2D artwork but also retains the really nice
rendering properties of 3D, and is soft and detailed. After testing over and over,
frustrating from time to time, I eventually got my characters visually and
esthetically integrated with my 2D painted backgrounds.
Further testing allowed me to create 3D spheres with limited 3D
lighting to produce
"dust"
effects for the atmosphere. These effects animated
more quickly than drawing them by hand, with increased levels of control for
color, placement, and transparency.
Animation
"Good animation is not produced bymachines or software. It is created by
people who have studied life drawing foryears, and understand how things
look and how theymove.
"
- Artie Romero
To figure out the timing of my
characters'
dance movement, I went
back home to China and learned to dance from dance professionals in ways
that my characters would move in chroma. This allowed me to understand and
'feel'
their movements to the benefit of the animation. After my modeling was
done, I tried to emulate the movements I was attempting to create when putting
them into the computer. I also carefully studied the movements of traditionally
animated cartoon characters to see what makes their movements unique.
I believe what makes a character's action interesting does not solely
depend on her/ his actions, but also relies on the intentions and circumstances
behind the action. Keeping this in mind, I spent lots of time thinking about what
a character would be thinking and how she would need to respond and act in a
story sequence.
In order to create
'alive'
and natural animation, I found that an
animator must not only have the technical ability to draw or pose characters,
but also have a keen sense of timing, of observation, and an understanding of
mannerisms and movements. I tried to bring these elements together and apply
them to my characters.
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Compositing
After all of my animations were rendered out, I went into the phase of
compositing. Compositing, which often goes unrecognized, is a key element in
my production. I took separate elements (ribbon animation, character
animation, dust animation, clouds animation and background plate) and put
them together into a final composite shot, with color corrections and other




3D compositing can be extremely challenging, but at the same time very
rewarding. Choosing a good package of software is a important step. I chose
Adobe After Effects 5.0, since this software delivers a comprehensive set of tools
to efficiently produce motion graphics and visual effects for film and video, and it
allowed me to explore unlimited creative possibilities with precise control while
working in a 2D or 3D compositing environment. Also After Effects offers
unparalleled integration with Adobe Premiere, Adobe Photoshop, and Adobe
Illustrator to produce professional results.
During the compositing process, I went through a few steps to assure that
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the final result would be believable. First, I made the camera in my animation line up
with the camera I used for my background. Second, I matched lighting. I paid close
attention to shadows and the color of the light in every scene. Third, I matched the
contrast, brightness and color of the animation sequences and background.
Sound
After the few steps above, what was left for me was to add an appropriate
soundtrack and sound effects and really makes chroma come alive. When
combining recordings with a soundtrack it is almost unavoidable to have differences
in volume between and among sound effects and music. I compensated for this by
carefully going through chroma and deciding in which the places the sound effects
should be louder and where the soundtrack should play a dominant role. A few
considerations were important while editing the sound track: Don't let music start
suddenly, but let it fade in; and lower the level of the music when sounds effects
should be the key elements to reveal the story's development.
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Continuity
From story development to character development, modeling,
animation, texturing, and compositing, I learned a great deal from each
process. I spent considerable time illuminating and bringing to life my imaginary
world, for decisions must be made on set design, colors palettes, lighting
sources, intensity of light, etc. From shot to shot, I managed to let the entire
sequence retain an acceptable level of continuity.
Conclusion
The production of chroma brought me into an incredibly creative
world where I could pursue imagination, art and artistry, and convey an




Three fairies live up in the clouds. One is Red, one is Yellow, and the third is
Blue. The planet is divided below them into three areas. Each controls both the land
and the sky of one area and colors it in her color. Fairies color the air, the land, the
clouds, the flowers that float in the air, clothing, jewelry, bracelet, etc. Colored ribbons
mark the boundaries of their areas.
A very strong wind blows across the planet. The red ribbon flutters toward the
space that Yellow fairy owns. Where ever the red ribbon goes the yellow area turns
orange. The air, the land, the water, everything turns orange (the mixed color of red and
yellow). The red ribbon drifts so far that it finally reaches the yellow fairy, and she, too,
turns orange. The yellow fairy becomes very mad, and uses her yellow ribbons to fight
back against the Red fairy. The Red fairy is confused at first, and doesn't fight, but after
several attacks by the Yellow fairy she cannot bear it anymore, and begins to fight. The
red and yellow ribbons flutter everywhere and eventually reach the space that the blue
fairy owns. The Blue fairy becomes also upset and joins in the ribbon battle. The three
fairies fight from morning until night. The battle ends with the three fairies all bound
together by the ribbons. They are tired and sit on a cloud looking around. The world
below them is now so colorful and beautiful that they cannot divide it up again, Red,




A tale about how color comes to the world, and that collaboration and
compromise make the world a better place.
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Budget
ESTIMATE IN KIND ACTUAL
Research $800 $600 $100
Script $1,500 $500 $0
Storyboard $1,300 $1,200 $50
Animatic $1,000 $900 $50
2D Character Design $5,000 $4,000 $0
3D Character Design $3,000 $2,000 $200
3D Background Modeling $3,000 $2,900 $200
Image retouching $10,000 10,000 $0
Image Compositing $10,000 $10,000 $0
Soundtrack Recording $5,000 $4,000 $100
Musicians $500 $400 $250
Hardware $10,000 $8,000 $2,500
Software $4,000 $4,000 $0
Videotapes $100 $0 $100
125 MB RAM $2,000 $0 $200
CD-R $100 $0 $50
Orb Drive $300 $0 $300
Orb disks $100 $0 $100









1 . http://webreference.com/3d, online article by Nathan Segal "Effective
Export/Import of 3D
Models"
2. Quote by Artie Romero found in http://www.artie.com/process.htm, titled
"How to Animate Cartoons".
3. http://www.hollywoodindustry.com/2001/10_oct/features/3danim.htm,
online article by Pang Sie Piau, "Introduction to Modeling 3D Characters
Basics for Creating 3D life forms".
4. http://www.3dlinks.com/tutorials_alias.cfm, online articles by Irina Carriger
"How to Create a Realistic Looking Eyeball".
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